In battle against virus, difficult to determine success of treatment

By Emily Bradly Hartford Courant

Since the coronavirus pandemic descended on Connecticut and the nation more than six months ago, physicians and medical researchers have worked to fill the void of information on COVID-19. And while drug companies are racing to formulate a safe and effective vaccine, coronavirus remains a deadly virus. Nearly seven months after the first confirmed case in Connecticut, COVID-19's toll on the state is as tragic as it is distressing, but are they saving more lives?

Doctors rapidly changing tactics, but are they saving more lives?

By Susan Dunne Hartford Courant

Many patients are home-schooling their children due to the pandemic, but Chasie Morales-James has an 8-year-old and a 6-year-old, and the pandemic has been a challenge for her. She's been trying to keep them occupied and their minds engaged. "I've never dealt with anything like it before," she said. "It's overwhelming." Morales-James said.

In 2020, Morales-James, a former teacher, became the director of The Reflection Matters Village, which is a day of helping parents find class-
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‘DECOLONIZING’ EDUCATION

My Reflection Matters backs home-schoolers in raising ‘free people’ outside system

By Susan Dunn Hartford Courant

‘Critical’ two days loom for Trump

Doctor upbeat but cagery as president gets hospital care

By Jonathan Lemin Hartford Courant

The changing, and at times contradictory, accounts created a clear credibility problem for Trump to face at a crucial moment, with the president’s health

By Michael Hamad Hartford Courant

Lack of information about what is happening at the White House is contributing to the growing speculation about the president's health.
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